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Minnesota Vikings Stadium: Metrodome Now "Only
Workable Site"

 by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 7:29 PM PST in Minnesota Vikings Stadium

Well, then.

"The governor spoke to Mr. Zygi Wilf this afternoon and told him that if we are going to get a stadium bill passed this year, it will have
to be at the Metrodome site," the governor’s spokeswoman Katharine Tinucci said. She said the Wilfs will come to Minnesota on
Wednesday to meet with Dayton.

Just last week, Dayton appeared to prefer building a new stadium on Minneapolis’ Linden Avenue and said that he lacked enough
information to fully recommend any site.

I really, really don't think I like where this is headed.

It certainly didn't take very long to go from "not having enough information to fully recommend a site" to "Metrodome site or bust," did it?

So now, the governor has presented the Vikings with an ultimatum. . .either we're going to build on your least favorite site, the site that
is going to cost you an extra $70 million between changes/improvements that will have to be made to TCF Bank Stadium to make it
NFL-caliber in the interim and the income you're going to lose from playing in a stadium that holds 10,000 fewer people, or pound sand.

Quite frankly, for Zygi Wilf. . .and it pains me to say this. . .the "pounding sand" option is probably looking more and more favorable.

I can't help but think that this is not going to end favorably for our favorite football team. Discuss.

Do you like this story?

Comments

Well...

Fuck

by Amrius on Jan 23, 2012 7:33 PM PST reply 

Wha hoppen?

Man, it went from getting a stadium done this session to perhaps maybe in 2013. And now this. Why doesn’t the Gov. just come
out and say, “Hit the road, Vikings, you’re not wanted here anymore.”? A more feckless bunch of politicos I’ve never heard of
before in all me born days.

"Never approach a bull from the front, a horse from the rear, or a fool from any direction." - Old Cowboy proverb.
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by TexVike55 on Jan 23, 2012 7:36 PM PST reply 

Huh?

This is the oath to getting it done this year (see quote above).

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:11 PM PST up reply 

Fuck Fuck Fuck Fuck Fuck Fuck Shit Fuck.

Everybody is entitled to their own opinion, it's just that your's is stupid. 
www.vikescity.info
by HolySchnikes on Jan 23, 2012 7:40 PM PST reply 

why is this not green yet?

White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:36 PM PST up reply 

Dayton lacked enough information to fully recommend any site?

What did he use that 148 page report on the Arden Hills project for, toilet paper?

"Never approach a bull from the front, a horse from the rear, or a fool from any direction." - Old Cowboy proverb.
by TexVike55 on Jan 23, 2012 7:40 PM PST reply 

Paper cranes probably. He seems like he'd be into origami.

Though I think that was more in regards to stadiums in Minneapolis since Arden Hills has been ruled unacceptable by the
powers that be lost their public funding portion and couldn’t find a new one.

by Amrius on Jan 23, 2012 7:44 PM PST up reply 

In the end, this was coming.

There’s no way a referendum passes, the politicians are in bed with the casinos, and there’s no way Zygi was going to dole out the
$800m for his palace in Arden Hills.

Everyone fails. The successful learn from their failures. I just wish we'd quit giving ourselves so many learning opportunities.
by WhiteSpeedReceiver on Jan 23, 2012 7:43 PM PST reply 

For a summary of what we've learned in the last 10 years on the stadium situation:

Red the comment from WhiteSpeedReceiver above.

White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:38 PM PST up reply 

Ugh.

That is all.

"Courage is resistance to fear, mastery of fear, not absence of fear." -Mark Twain

by Landonio on Jan 23, 2012 7:49 PM PST reply 

I figgered Dayton was just playing games until Minneapolis decided what they wanted

Somehow, I think this is even more political than I imagined.
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by liveforadrenaline on Jan 23, 2012 7:57 PM PST reply 

Man...

And I was so ready to dub the new digs “The Palace at Arden Hills!.”

"At this point, what we got to lose, right? So we might as well throw caution to the wind and hit people in the face." 
--Vikings DE Jared Allen

by NMVike on Jan 23, 2012 7:58 PM PST reply 

This just sucks...

All of the MN politicians are morons!.

by Adam Sorum on Jan 23, 2012 8:00 PM PST reply 

If I lived in MN I would make sure Dayton and anyone connected to him never won any office again
by nmvikesfan on Jan 23, 2012 8:03 PM PST reply 

Why?

Because he wants to do what it takes to get a stadium deal done this year?

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:12 PM PST up reply 

True, He can't pass what won't get the votes.

White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:39 PM PST up reply 

All options still on the table

Great news: all options are still on the table!

Fans just need to find their checkbooks and help Zygi out. For a small 1-time donation of $10,000 per seat, Wilf would have the
money he wants to build a stadium wherever he wants, as profitably as he wants.

Stop begging for Wilfare. Bypass government by providing direct corporate welfare to the Vikings.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:05 PM PST reply 

Tell you what

If and when a stadium does get built, don’t go to it for football games or any other events.

After all, would hate to see you contributing to “Wilfare.” (Ha ha it’s funny because instead of “welfare” we put the owners’ name
in there instead.)

The state of Minnesota apparently has no problem spending their money on all sorts of dumb things. . .hence the reason
they’re $6 billion in debt. Lord forbid they spend the money on something that might actually be beneficial.

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work, work your ass off. When
you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 

FollowFollow  @dailynorseman@dailynorseman 987 followers
 

FollowFollow  @sbnminnesota@sbnminnesota 541 followers

by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 8:14 PM PST up reply 
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The Market Works

I am free to spend my own money to go to games. You are too. But you are not free to spend my money to subsidize your
entertainment or Wilf’s private business.

What’s stopping you from writing a check to Wilf? You have a loyal following. Why not ask fans to pool their money to help
increase Wilf’s share of the costs / decrease the corporate welfare demands?

In general, Minnesotans are Vikings fans, but not fans enough to be willing to subsidize the team. Yet, there are plenty of
hardcore fans who probably would be willing to pony up some serious cash for PSLs and other forms of funding to create
the “game day experience” they claim to want.

BTW, using stupid spending on other things to justify spending money on something this stupid is really stupid. We’d lose
nearly half a billion dollars over 30 years if we met Wilf’s corporate welfare demands. That’s bad public policy.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:24 PM PST up reply 

Except spending on a stadium isn't stupid

Then again, you do seem like the type that’s totally cool with not putting thousands of Minnesota’s construction workers
back to work.

Oh, well. . .if the current government wants to be known as the group that a) shut down the government and b) allowed
the Vikings to leave town, then they’re certainly going about it the right way. In the event that happens, we’ll have no
problem helping to direct Minnesota voters to the folks most responsible for letting the Vikings leave, and doing
everything we can to run them out of town on a rail.

After all, as you said. . .we have a sizable following. I’m guessing that would equate to a lot of volunteers.

Then in a few years when Minnesota is making futile efforts to get an expansion franchise (which isn’t happening) or
attempts to lure another team to town, they can spend even more money to build the same stadium that they’re trying to
get done now, and you’ll have something fresh to cry about. Seems that all you anti-stadium folks do is cry, quite frankly.

Politically, I consider myself to be a conservative, but really. . .this crap is embarrassing.

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work, work your ass off.
When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
Follow @DailyNorsemanSB 
Follow @SBNMinnesota

by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 8:40 PM PST up reply 

They will eventually get another franchise

There s just no telling whether any of us will be alive or how much it will cost.

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:44 PM PST up reply 

So true

Right now, isn’t the estimate that it will cost an additional $42 million each year that construction on a stadium is
delayed?

Life being what it is, one dreams of revenge. 
- Paul Gauguin

http://www.dailynorseman.com/
by Skol Girl on Jan 23, 2012 8:51 PM PST up reply 

Avoid delays

Pool your money to close the financial gap between what Wilf is willing to pay and what Dayton can get the
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votes for.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:55 PM PST up reply 

For what?

A donation? Then the state just comes in and takes it’s share for the next 30 years? Yea, sounds fair!

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 8:56 PM PST up reply 

Correct

Fans should be donating rather than demanding forced donations from taxpayers. Green Bay fans did it.
Show some pride in your team.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:58 PM PST up reply 

Green Bay fans own the team
by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 8:58 PM PST up reply 

If that was possible

we probably would.

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 8:59 PM PST up reply 

If you're not smart enough

To know the difference between the Green Bay Packers’ ownership situation and the situation of
every other franchise in all of the Big Four North American sports leagues, then you really have no
business coming in here and lecturing anybody on anything.

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work,
work your ass off. When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
Follow @DailyNorsemanSB 
Follow @SBNMinnesota

by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:00 PM PST up reply 

Good point skol Girl

It would only take a few years for all these numbers to double!!

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 8:56 PM PST up reply 

I don't want another franchise

I want this one. Sure they’ve pissed us off and disappointed us beyond belief, but this is our team damnit, and I
want it to stay that way. If this this team moves the NFL is nothing more than crap on the sidewalk to me. If the
Minnesota Vikings die, my fanhood dies.

Everybody is entitled to their own opinion, it's just that your's is stupid. 
www.vikescity.info
by HolySchnikes on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST up reply 

Strong opinion
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Back it up with money. That’s the problem that needs to be solved. Tell Wilf to take out a $200 million loan that
he could repay through PSLs or jacked up ticket prices.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:57 PM PST up reply 

You got some balls man.

You’re coming in here and basically kicking us while were down. Go to the Strib and bitch about raising
taxes there.

Everybody is entitled to their own opinion, it's just that your's is stupid. 
www.vikescity.info
by HolySchnikes on Jan 23, 2012 9:02 PM PST up reply 

Why should they?

Why would the NFL put another team in Minnesota? You know, the state that let 3 teams relocate (and spent the
better part of 14 years slowly driving the Vikings away). Give it twenty years and it’ll be Packer/Bears territory and
they won’t even lose the market. No, this is it for Minnesota and the NFL.

And you might want to check your completely fabricated math again!.

We’d lose nearly half a billion dollars over 30 years if we met Wilf’s corporate welfare demands. That’s bad public policy.

The stadium is projected to generate over $700 million in tax revenue alone over the next 30 years. Throw in taxes
on the Vikings payroll ($150 million/year and rising) and we’re getting pretty close to an even $1 billion that just
won’t exist in the state’s coffers. Then we’ll all have something to complain about.

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST up reply 

Check your math

I ran the numbers over here:

http://www.thedeets.com/2011/11/27/it-costs-50-million-year-to-borrow-650-million-dollars-wilfare/

It’s a net loser if we meet Wilf’s corporate welfare demands. If the numbers made sense, the Vikings would
have the votes. If it was even close, legislators would hold their nose and vote for it. But, Wilf is demanding
more money than any NFL franchise in the history of the NFL. More than any sports team in the history of the
United States. That’s not going to happen. Thus, the move toward more financially sane stadium locations.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:02 PM PST up reply 

I can answer half of that

The “how much will it cost” will be “a hell of a lot more than it would cost for a stadium right now.”

http://www.profootballhof.com/history/release.aspx?release_id=1286

The last expansion team to come into the NFL, the Houston Texans, paid an expansion fee of $700 million. That
was a decade ago. Seven years before that, the Carolina Panthers and Jacksonville Jaguars each paid $140
million. So, over the span of seven years, the expansion fee increased 500%.

If the NFL does expand again. . .and, with the way things are set up now, it’s just too perfect for it to be likely, the
fees are going to be in the billions of dollars. Who in the blue hell is going to pay that? Especially with a sub-
standard stadium and a state government that is unwilling to do anything to help out.

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work, work your ass
off. When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
Follow @DailyNorsemanSB 
Follow @SBNMinnesota

by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST up reply 
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Good reason to write a check

If a team really wanted to be in the Twin Cities market, we wouldn’t have to pay to have them here. It’s a free
market. If the NFL benefits from being here, they’re welcome to be here.

If it’s important enough to you, you’re welcome to pay their ransom.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:03 PM PST up reply 

And if you don't want your taxes

To potentially pay for a new Minnesota Vikings’ stadium, you’re always free to move.

See how that works both ways?

The difference being that I can guarantee that the Minnesota Vikings are far more beneficial to the state of
Minnesota than you are.

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work, work
your ass off. When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
Follow @DailyNorsemanSB 
Follow @SBNMinnesota
by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:05 PM PST up reply 

No, they won't

Not unless another team relocates. If they won’t build a stadium now, it’s not going to get done.

If I was the NFL, I’d tell the VIkings get this done, or fuck off.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a football
team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST up reply 

I'm glad you wrote something

I wanted to say something to self important guy here but was having a difficult time coming up with the words. He
makes some valid points and his site has some pretty pictures (decent looking site I must say) but his forward thinking
is terrible. I disagree with amiller on his point that the state will get another franchise eventually. Why on earth would
any franchise want to locate here after this, unless a new shiny stadium is already in place with a “for rent” sign in the
window. Minnesota politics – it’s freakin worse than Iowas.

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 8:50 PM PST up reply 

Step up, Fans

Get out your checkbooks. Things are getting serious. Now is the time to show that you care enough about the
team and the game day experience to put your money where your mouth is.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST up reply 

Enjoy that unemployment rate ed.
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Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 8:54 PM PST up reply 

Job losses

Yes, there would be a couple hundred full time jobs lost if the team left. But, borrowing $650,000,000 to
save a couple hundred full time jobs is not good public policy.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:04 PM PST up reply 

A couple hundred full time jobs

That generate tens of millions in tax revenue.

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 9:07 PM PST up reply 

When you write a check for $10,000 to a school

I’ll write one to the Vikings. Until then, piss off.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a
football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 8:55 PM PST up reply 

I'd rather write mine to the millions of people sittin' around milkin' the system

They seem like a great investment.

White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:58 PM PST up reply 

We already do that

It gets us people like edkohler.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want
a football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban
Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:03 PM PST up reply 

Milking the system?

I have a job. I pay taxes. The work I do brings money into the State of Minnesota and creates jobs
here. That’s milking the system?

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:06 PM PST up reply 

Vikings before schools?

Really?

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:05 PM PST up reply 
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Sure

By your logic, if people don’t have children, they shouldn’t have to subsidize the schools they go to, right?

SBNation Minnesota - For the greatest sports fans in the world. 
The Daily Norseman - The greatest Vikings' site on the Internet! 
"Don't do anything by half. If you love someone, love them with all your soul. When you go to work, work
your ass off. When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
Follow @DailyNorsemanSB 
Follow @SBNMinnesota
by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:06 PM PST up reply 

It's a valid point

Why should I invest my money into schools when I have no kids and the schools don’t generate any
revenue?

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 9:08 PM PST up reply 

By your logic

I don’t have kids in public schools. I shouldn’t have to pay the taxes for said schools, correct?

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want
a football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban
Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:07 PM PST up reply 

There are jobs bills and stadium boondoggles

Claiming that anti-corporate welfare for NFL franchise folks are anti-job creation is a really weak argument. There are
people of the far right where that may fit, but there are plenty of people on the left who see a role for government job
creation through health care, education, or justifiable construction projects.

For example, Dayton has proposed a $775 million bonding bill that aims to put people back to work while upgrading
the state’s infrastructure:

http://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2012/01/17/dayton-unveils-bonding-bill/

Education may not be as sexy as subsidizing your entertainment, but it creates jobs with a side effect of educated
Minnesotans. Bridge repair is boring, as crossing bridges should be.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 8:51 PM PST up reply 

And 10,000 construction jobs is what, not working?

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a football
team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 8:52 PM PST up reply 

Large areas of polluted government wasteland isn't sexy either
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White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:55 PM PST up reply 

Taking a wasteland and turning into something

that is profitable isn’t the dumbest idea I’ve ever heard of. The fact that Dayton and the Legislature aren’t
willing toi spend money to make money and look at the long term investment and economic development
that the Arden Hills site could bring is ridiculous.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a
football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:01 PM PST up reply 

Wouldn't the federal government assist on that?

I don’t see why not (if I understand it correctly)

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 9:02 PM PST up reply 

On the clean up of the land, yes

As I understand it, they’d pick up most of the tab.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I
want a football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach
Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:03 PM PST up reply 

Converting wasteland

Good point. The land is worth cleaning up.

But, the land would be more profitable if it was reclaimed then used in a way that generates property
taxes. Wilf’s plan would have the public own the stadium. Why? No property taxes.

If normal local businesses and home owners developed that land, it would contribute more to the tax
base.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:10 PM PST up reply 

'Normal' local businesses and housing developers

don’t have $400,000,000 burning a hole in their pocket to start the ball rolling. Wilf does.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I
want a football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach
Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
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Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:12 PM PST up reply 

Not 10,000 Jobs. 673 Jobs

There may be quite a few people who work on the job site for a few days, but the money would be enough to
employ the equivalent of 673 full time construction workers over 3 years. I’ve explained that here:

http://www.thedeets.com/2011/12/07/reality-checking-reality-check-vikings-stadium-job-creation-
wilfare/

That’s a lot of jobs, but there are more efficient ways to create that many jobs, and with better side effects
(educated kids, healthier people, safer bridges, etc.).

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:08 PM PST up reply 

What the deuce is he thinking?

Let’s invest $775 million into construction projects on things that generate little to no revenue for the state! Perfect!
And this company over here that generates hundreds of billions of dollars? Screw those guys!

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 9:00 PM PST up reply 

Hundreds of billions of dollars?

The Vikings generate around $21 million/yr in revenue for the state today. They’re asking for ~$50 million/yr in
subsidies. See the problem?

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:11 PM PST up reply 

With a new stadium, that revenue is projexted to be almost $30 mil/yr

multiply that by 30 years, which is the length of the lease they said they would sign, and that’s over
$900,000,000. Subtract $650,000,000, and that’s still a profit to the state we like to call in the accounting
world a shitload of money.

So what’s the problem?

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a
football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:14 PM PST up reply 

The Vikings themselves...

!. only claim to generate $20,000,000 per year with a new stadium. Where’s the $30MM figure from?

by Vrooman on Jan 23, 2012 9:16 PM PST up reply 

Possibly

From the events that would be held there on the other 355 days of the year that the Vikings weren’t
using it?

I don’t know. . .I’m just spitballing here.
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work your ass off. When you hate someone, hate them until it hurts." - Henry Rollins 
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by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:17 PM PST up reply 

That sounds right.

It would HAVE to be a dome in this case.

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 9:18 PM PST up reply 

or retractable (anyway assessable 24/7)

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 9:19 PM PST up reply 

Here's the funny one ed (I'm not trying to be rude)

Ed Kohler
November 29th, 2011 at 9:46 am

@Rat, I’ve decided to block you from commenting. It’s just too much to deal with someone who’ll allude that I’ve "created
an entirely new set of facts" without pointing out an example of how I changed facts. That’s just rude.

In my opinion, you haven’t contributed anything of value to this conversation.

From your own site

Funny that.

Build up your weaknesses until they become your strong points." --Knute Rockne

by abba7 on Jan 23, 2012 9:14 PM PST up reply 

The problem

I don’t believe the debt would take as long to pay off as your estimates. The Dome was paid off in about 10
years.

by Cobra312004 on Jan 23, 2012 9:17 PM PST up reply 

I would like to add:

Good luck getting anyone to go to your state. I’m from Iowa and I’m done with Minnesota altogether if the Vikings
leave. (sarcasm font: one) I’ll bet having the SuperBowl, Final Four, B1G Championship, and other major events
really turns that stadium into a money pit (sarcasm font: off). Seriously, you complain about not wanting “your” money
wasted on the Vikings, but to have the choice of where you spend it. I get it. There’s plenty of things I would like the
government to stop wasting my money on. If I were on control, there would be ZERO government assistance. Before
you bash me about claiming Wilfare for the stadium and whatnot, I would point out the benefits the state receives: job
creation, taxes from those incomes, state attraction, a year-round facility for large events like I listed above.

White Horn Gold Pants
by DM_Purp on Jan 23, 2012 8:54 PM PST up reply 

Interesting points

But, the numbers don’t add up. If they did, the Vikings would have the votes. Or, why wouldn’t Wilf just finance the
stadium privately, own it, and reap all the benefits? Because it doesn’t add up.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:13 PM PST up reply 
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Because if he did build the stadium

And reap all the benefits, you’d find a way to complain about that, too. So what difference would it make?
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by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:14 PM PST up reply 

Because if he did you'd bitch about something something environment

I’m sure.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a
football team that goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 9:15 PM PST up reply 

When the Vikings are gone

don’t fucking bitch about your taxes going up to make up for the lost revenue the team brought in to the state. Because if you
think the state politicians are going to actually cut shit from the budget, or increase taxes to make up for that $20-25 million in
tax revenue a year that the Vikings are bringing in, well then you’re as obtuse as your post.

"Go hard. I mean, like relentless. I want a bunch of coaches that coach like their hair’s on fire, and I want a football team that
goes for four to six seconds (per play) with relentless effort." OSU Coach Urban Meyer.

The Daily Norseman 
Off Tackle Empire 
Follow @purplebuckeye

by Ted Glover on Jan 23, 2012 8:51 PM PST up reply 

Pretty much, yes

The state of Minnesota is going to raise taxes regardless. If they’re not getting them from people that are working to build a
Vikings’ stadium or from players playing football games in Minnesota, they’re going to get it from somewhere.

And then, the big bad Minnesota Vikings’ boogeyman isn’t going to be there for people like Ed to point the finger at. Lord
only knows what he’ll whine about then.
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by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 8:55 PM PST up reply 

The losses would be nowhere near that.

For the net losses in tax revenues to be as high as you suggest, every single dollar that’s currently spent on the Vikings
would have to be spent outside the State of Minnesota. In reality, the vast majority of that money would be spend on other
taxable things in the state. Perhaps going out to eat a bit more often, attending other sporting events, hunting, vacations,
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etc.

So, while there would be a loss, let’s try to be a bit more realistic about projections.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:15 PM PST up reply 

I don't get how it's hard to understand

That the “extra costs” will just be part of the Vikes contribution.

Also, this isn’t their last choice. They said it was workable, unlike the Farmers Market. And I don’t think they’ve commented on Shakopee.

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:09 PM PST reply 

Oh, btw

This sounds like maybe the governor saying they can’t win a fight with the Catholc church over Linden Ave.

So if the difference matters to you, save some blame for them.

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:14 PM PST reply 

On further review

The city council too. It seems one issue is whether they have the votes to sell the city land.

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:30 PM PST up reply 

To be optimistic

Maybe they will come out of tomorrow with a single, agreed plan.

by amiller92 on Jan 23, 2012 8:31 PM PST reply 

The whole Minnesota government can kiss the fattest part of my ass.

Bunch of lazy P’sOS

Everybody is entitled to their own opinion, it's just that your's is stupid. 
www.vikescity.info

by HolySchnikes on Jan 23, 2012 8:41 PM PST reply 

It's not their money

You’re free to spend your own money on things you find valuable. What’s stopping you?

Stop demanding that the government spend other people’s money to subsidize your private entertainment and an NFL
franchise’s private business.

by edkohler on Jan 23, 2012 9:16 PM PST up reply 

So let me get this straight...

Arden Hills or bust? I thought people were fans of the MINNESOTA Vikings? Who cares where they play, as long as they stay in
MN, right?

"If a kid calls his grandma "Mommy" and his mama "Pam", he's going to jail!"---Chris Rock

by TSAX on Jan 23, 2012 8:53 PM PST via mobile reply 

Even though the Vikings would be the anchor tenant at a new stadium...

They wouldn’t own it, they would lease it. So, wouldn’t building the stadium be as much of a subsidy to the organization that
actually owns and operates the facility?
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For the Metrodome, that’s the Metropolitan Sports Facilities Commission. The MSFC runs 290-300 events a year at the
Metrodome and, according to Governor Dayton, a new “people’s stadium” would be used in the same manner as the Metrodome
is currently used.

Although there is no question that the Vikings would reap improved revenue from a new stadium, the team represents a
remarkably small number of the events that would be hosted at the facility every year. If so many non-Vikings events are being
held in a new stadium, then it would seem that building a new stadium is as much a subsidy in those other events as it is of the
Vikings.

Life being what it is, one dreams of revenge. 
- Paul Gauguin

http://www.dailynorseman.com/
by Skol Girl on Jan 23, 2012 9:08 PM PST reply 

But the children SG...

"Believe in the system. For it shall bring light when there is dark, food when there is hunger, and shots when there are passes.
This is the divine process." Yeo 4:18
by NorthernStar on Jan 23, 2012 9:10 PM PST up reply 

LOL Children, hmmm....

How about the high school sports championships that currently take place at the Dome and would take place at the Dome’s
replacement?

Life being what it is, one dreams of revenge. 
- Paul Gauguin

http://www.dailynorseman.com/
by Skol Girl on Jan 23, 2012 9:14 PM PST up reply 

Will you stop making sense already?

None of that matters because WILFARE and such.

Ed wants a deal just like the current deal with the Metrodome. . .with most of the money that the Vikings bring in going to the
state rather than the team, just like it has for the last 30 years. Anything else is, apparently, unacceptable.
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by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:11 PM PST up reply 

BUT THE CHILDREN CHRIS!!!!!!!

"Believe in the system. For it shall bring light when there is dark, food when there is hunger, and shots when there are
passes. This is the divine process." Yeo 4:18
by NorthernStar on Jan 23, 2012 9:14 PM PST up reply 

Yes, the children!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qh2sWSVRrmo
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by Christopher Gates on Jan 23, 2012 9:16 PM PST up reply 

Everyone needs to chill out

Dayton isn’t saying, “Metrodome site or move the team.” He’s saying, if you want to get a bill through the legislative session right
now, then it has to be the Metrodome site. The issues with the other sites are well documented:

Arden Hills: Voter referendum kills this proposal, and the legislature isn’t going to vote to overturn it. It sucks, but the Vikes and the
fans need to move on. This proposal can’t work politically.

Linden Ave: there’s a fight with the Basilica and local businesses, and there hasn’t been a site feasability study or any legwork
done yet. It’s a longshot and backup plan.

Shakopee: The racino idea has some legal issues that Dayton says could take years to work through the litigation. Without that,
the funding ideas don’t work. This plan is years out, and there’s no gaurantee even after waiting that long.

Metrodome Site: only issue is with TCF Stadium and revenue loss for the Vikings. And those don’t sound like deal-breaking issues,
as far as the legislature is concerned. There’s very little that has to be done here.

So, give Wilf a chance to work out a deal with Minneapolis. All this stuff about Arden Hills being “ideal” and then being interested in
Linden Ave. is all a political/chess move to make it look like the Vikings are accepting the short end of the stick by “accepting less”
than what they wanted. For all we know, Wilf may have wanted a new stadium at the Metrodome site all along. But, the Vikings are
still in Minnesota and still working out possible stadium solutions, until they aren’t. And we have heard no indications from the
Vikings that they aren’t. So, as the children say, “Chill your tits.”

Ponder. Peterson. Percy. Purple Perfection.

by CCNorsemen on Jan 23, 2012 9:10 PM PST reply 

OH christ not ed kohler

I have been going at it with this blow hard for the past 3 months on all of the pioneer/star tribe blogs regaurding the stadium.. This
guy is all about “MY” money, and dont tax me.. and there are other things that will create jobs.. and now this douche has the balls
to come to a pro viking blog and talk shit! what a chode!. My stance is still the same Ed.. there are no amount of jobs that will
get passed by the state that will even come close to putting as big as a dent in the unemployment level that this one project will
do! I have a great idea, lets keep on paying our taxes for local arts. and a light rail that I have never used. however I think the
light rail, coud be useful, there for I dont bitch about taxing “MY” money.. Lets not think about the thousands of minnesotans that
would be put back to work, and able to support thier families once again,! on second thought .. fuc k that,, I wont want the to tax
poor me, to try to help other out!

by Toes110 on Jan 23, 2012 9:10 PM PST reply 
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